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Abstract
Most list scheduling heuristics rely on a simple platform model where
communication contention is not taken into account. In addition, it is
generally assumed that processors in the systems are completely safe. To
schedule precedence graphs in a more realistic framework, we introduce
an efficient fault tolerant scheduling algorithm that is both contentionaware and capable of supporting ε arbitrary fail-silent (fail-stop) processor failures. We focus on a bi-criteria approach, where we aim at
minimizing the total execution time, or latency, given a fixed number of
failures supported in the system. Our algorithm has a low time complexity, and drastically reduces the number of additional communications induced by the replication mechanism. Experimental results fully
demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed algorithm, which leads to
efficient execution schemes while guaranteeing a prescribed level of fault
tolerance.
Keywords: Communication contention, fault tolerance, multi-criteria scheduling,
heterogeneous systems.
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Introduction

The efficient scheduling of application tasks is critical in order to achieve high performance
in parallel and distributed systems. The objective of scheduling is to find a mapping of the
tasks onto the processors, and to order the execution of the tasks so that: (i) task precedence
constraints are satisfied; and (ii) a minimum schedule length is provided.
Task graph scheduling is usually studied using the so-called macro-dataflow model, which
is widely used in the scheduling literature: see the survey papers [20, 23, 7, 8] and the
references therein. This model was introduced for homogeneous processors, and has been
(straightforwardly) extended for heterogeneous computing resources. In a word, there is a
limited number of computing resources, or processors, to execute the tasks. Communication
delays are taken into account as follows: let task t be a predecessor of task t0 in the task
graph; if both tasks are assigned to the same processor, no communication overhead is paid,
the execution of t0 can start right at the end of the execution of t; on the contrary, if t and
t0 are assigned to two different processors P and P 0 , a communication delay is paid. More
precisely, if P finishes the execution of t at time-step x, then P 0 cannot start the execution of
t0 before time-step x + comm(t, t0 , P, P 0 ), where comm(t, t0 , P, P 0 ) is the communication delay
(which depends upon both tasks t and t0 and both processors P and P 0 ). Because memory
accesses are typically one order of magnitude cheaper than inter-processor communications,
it makes good sense to neglect them when t and t0 are assigned to the same processor.
However, the major flaw of the macro-dataflow model is that communication resources
are not limited. First, a processor can send (or receive) an arbitrary number of messages in
parallel, hence an unlimited number of communication ports is assumed (this explains the
name macro-dataflow for the model). Second, the number of messages that can simultaneously
circulate between processors is not bounded, hence an unlimited number of communications
can simultaneously take place on a given link. In other words, the communication network is
assumed to be contention-free, which of course is not realistic as soon as the processor number
exceeds a few units.
We strongly believe that the macro-dataflow task graph scheduling model should be modified to take communication resources into account. Recent papers [13, 15, 24, 25] made a
similar statement and introduced variants of the model (see the discussion of related work in
Section 3). In this paper, we suggest to use the bi-directional one-port architectural model,
where each processor can communicate (send and/or receive) with at most one other processor
at a given time-step. In other words, a given processor can simultaneously send a message,
receive another message, and perform some (independent) computation.
There is yet another reason to revisit traditional list scheduling techniques. With the
advent of large-scale heterogeneous platforms such as clusters and grids, resource failures
(processors/links) are more likely to occur and have an adverse effect on the applications.
Consequently, there is an increasing need for developing techniques to achieve fault tolerance,
i.e., to tolerate an arbitrary number of failures during execution. Scheduling for heterogeneous platforms and fault tolerance are difficult problems in their own, and aiming at solving
them together makes the problem even harder. For instance, the latency of the application
will increase if we want to tolerate several failures, even if no actual failure happens during
execution.
In this paper, we introduce a Contention-Aware Fault Tolerant (CAFT) scheduling algorithm that aims at tolerating multiple processor failures without sacrificing the latency.
CAFT is based on an active replication scheme to mask failures, so that there is no need
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for detecting and handling such failures. Major achievements include a low complexity, and
a drastic reduction of the number of additional communications induced by the replication
mechanism. Experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm outperforms other algorithms that were initially designed for the macro-dataflow model, such as FTSA [4], a fault
tolerant extension of HEFT [27], and FTBAR [10].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents basic definitions and
assumptions. We overview related work in Section 3. Then we outline the principle of
FTSA [4] and FTBAR [10] as well as their adaptation to the one-port model in Section 4.
Section 5 describes the new CAFT algorithm. We experimentally compare CAFT with FTSA
and FTBAR in Section 6; the results assess the very good behavior of our algorithm. Finally,
we conclude in Section 7.

2

Framework

The execution model for a task graph is represented as a weighted Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG) G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes corresponding to the tasks, and E is the set
of edges corresponding to the precedence relations between the tasks. In the following we
use the term node or task indifferently; v = |V | is the number of nodes, and e = |E| is the
number of edges. In a DAG, a node without any predecessor is called an entry node, while a
node without any successor is an exit node. For a task t in G, Γ− (t) is the set of immediate
predecessors and Γ+ (t) denotes its immediate successors. We let V be the edge cost function:
V(ti , tj ) represents the volume of data that task ti needs to send to task tj .
A target parallel heterogeneous system consists of a finite number of processors P =
{P1 , P2 , . . . , Pm } connected by a dedicated communication network. The processors are fully
connected, i.e, every processor can communicate with every other processor in the system.
The link between processors Pk and Ph is denoted by lPk Ph . As stated above, in the traditional
macro-dataflow model, there is no contention for communications ressources, and an unlimited
number of communications can be executed concurrently. The bi-directional one-port model
considered in this work deals with communication contention as follows:
• At a given time-step, any processor can send a message to, and receive a message
from, at most one other processor. Network interfaces are assumed full-duplex in this
bidirectional model.
• Communication and (independent) computation may fully overlap. As in the traditional
model, a processor can execute at most one task at each time-step.
• Communications that involve disjoint pairs of sending/receiving processors can occur in
parallel.
Several variants could be considered, such as uni-directional communications, or no communication/computation overlap. But the bi-directional one-port model seems closer to the
actual capabilities of modern networks (see the discussion in Section 3).
The computational heterogeneity of tasks is modeled by a function E : V ×P → R+ , which
represents the execution time of each task on each processor in the system: E(t, Pk ) denotes
the execution time of t on Pk , 1 ≤ k ≤ m. The heterogeneity in terms of communications
is expressed by W (ti , tj ) = V(ti , tj ).d(Pk , Ph ), where task ti is mapped on processor Pk , task
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tj is mapped on processor Ph , and d(Pk , Ph ) is the time required to send a unit length data
from Pk to Ph . The communication has no cost if two tasks in precedence are mapped on the
same processor: d(Pk , Pk ) = 0.
For a given graph G and processor set P, g(G, P) is the granularity, i.e., the ratio of the
sum of slowest computation times of each task, to the sum of slowest communication times
along each edge. If g(G, P) ≥ 1, the task graph is said to be coarse grain, otherwise it is fine
grain. For coarse grain DAGs, each task receives or sends a small amount of communication
compared to the computation of its adjacent tasks. During the scheduling process, the graph
consists of two parts, the already examined (scheduled) tasks S and the unscheduled tasks
U . Initially U = V .
Our goal is to find a task mapping of the DAG G on the platform P obeying the one-port
model. The objective is to minimize the latency L(G), while tolerating an arbitrary number
ε of processor failures. Our approach is based on an active replication scheme, capable
of supporting ε arbitrary fail-silent (fail-stop) processor failures, hence valid results will be
provided even if ε processors fail.

3

Related work

Contention-aware task scheduling is considered only in a few papers from the literature [13,
15, 24, 25]. In particular, Sinnen and Sousa [24, 25] show through simulations that taking
contention into account is essential for the generation of accurate schedules. They investigate
both end-point and network contention. Here end-point contention refers to the bounded
multi-port model [14]: the volume of messages that can be sent/received by a given processor
is bounded by the limited capacity of its network card. Network contention refers to the oneport model, which has been advocated by [5, 6] because “current hardware and software do not
easily enable multiple messages to be transmitted simultaneously.” Even if non-blocking multithreaded communication libraries allow for initiating multiple send and receive operations,
all these operations “are eventually serialized by the single hardware port to the network.”
Experimental evidence of this fact has recently been reported by Saif and Parashar [22],
who report that asynchronous sends become serialized as soon as message sizes exceed a few
megabytes. Their results hold for two popular implementations of the MPI message-passing
standard, MPICH on Linux clusters and IBM MPI on the SP2. The one-port model fully
accounts for the heterogeneity of the platform, as each link has a different bandwidth. It
generalizes a simpler model studied by Banikazemi [3], Liu [17], and Khuller and Kim [16]. In
this simpler model, the communication time only depends on the sender, not on the receiver:
in other words, the communication speed from a processor to all its neighbors is the same.
All previous scheduling heuristics were developed for minimizing latency on realistic parallel platform models, assuming that processors in the system are completely safe. i.e, they
do not deal with fault tolerance.
In multiprocessor systems, fault tolerance can be provided by scheduling multiples copies
(replicas) of tasks on different processors. A large number of techniques for supporting faulttolerant systems have been proposed [2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 19, 21, 28]. There are two main
approaches, as described below.
(i) Primary/Backup (passive replication): this is the traditional fault-tolerant approach where
both time and space exclusions are used. The main idea of this technique is that the backup
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task is activated only if the fault occurs while executing the primary task [19, 28]. To achieve
high schedulability while providing fault-tolerance, the heuristics presented in [2, 9, 18, 21]
apply two techniques while scheduling the primary and backup copies of the tasks:
- backup overloading: scheduling backups for multiple primary tasks during the same time
slot in order to make efficient utilization of available processor time, and
- de-allocation of resources reserved for backup tasks when the corresponding primaries complete successfully.
Note that this technique can be applied only under the assumption that only one processor
may fail at a time.
All algorithms belonging to this class [2, 9, 18, 19, 21, 28] share two common points: (i)
only one processor can fail at any time, and a second processor cannot fail before the system
recovers from the first failure; and (ii) they are designed for the macro-dataflow model.
(ii) Active replication (N-Modular redundancy): this technique is based on space redundancy,
i.e., multiple copies of each task are mapped on different processors, which are run in parallel to tolerate a fixed number of failures. For instance, Hashimoto et al. [11, 12] propose
an algorithm that tolerates one processor failure on homogeneous system. This algorithm
exploits implicit redundancy (originally introduced by task duplication in order to minimize
the schedule length) and assumes that some processors are reserved only for realizing fault
tolerance, i.e., the reserved processors are not used for the original scheduling. Girault et
al. present FTBAR, a static real-time and fault-tolerant scheduling algorithm where multiple
processor failures are considered [10]. Recently, we have proposed the FTSA algorithm [4], a
fault tolerant extension of HEFT [27]. We showed that FTSA outperforms FTBAR in terms
of time complexity and solution quality. Here again, FTSA and FTBAR have been designed
for the macro-dataflow model. A brief description of FTSA and FTBAR, as well as their
adaptation to the one-port model, is given in Section 4.
To summarize, all previous fault-tolerant algorithms assume no restriction on communication ressources, which makes them impractical for real life applications. To the best of our
knowledge, the work presented in this paper is the first to tackle the combination of contention
awareness and fault tolerance scheduling.

4

Fault-tolerant heuristics

In this section, we briefly outline the the main features of FTBAR [10] and FTSA [4], that
both were originally designed for the macro-datflow model. Next we show how to modify
them for an execution under the one-port model.

4.1

FTBAR

FTBAR [10] (Fault Tolerance Based Active Replication) is based on an existing list scheduling algorithm presented in [26]. Using the original notations of [10], at each step n in the
scheduling process, one free task is selected from the list based on the cost function σ (n) (ti , pj ),
called schedule pressure. It is computed as follows: σ (n) (ti , pj ) = S (n) (ti , pj ) + s(ti ) − R(n−1) .
S (n) (ti , pj ) is the earliest start-time (top-down) of ti on pj , similarly, s(ti ) is the latest starttime (bottom-up) of ti and R(n−1) is the schedule length at step n − 1. The selected taskprocessor pair is obtained as follows:
i) select for each free task ti , the N pf + 1 processor having the minimum schedule pressure
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pf +1
+1 (n)
∪l=N
σbest (ti , pil ) ← minpNj pf
(ti , pj ).
∈P σ
l=1
ii) select the best pair among the previous set, i.e., the one having the maximum schedule
(n)
pf +1 (n)
pressure (the most urgent pair) σurgent (t) ← maxti ∈f reelist ∪l=N
σbest (ti , pil ).
l=1
The task t is then scheduled on the N pf + 1 processors computed at step 1. Ties are broken randomly. A recursive Minimize-Start-Time procedure proposed by Ahmad and Kwok [1]
is used in attempting to reduce the start time of the selected task t. The time complexity
of the algorithm is O(P N 3 ), where P is the number of processors in the system and N the
number of tasks in G.
(n)

4.2

FTSA

FTSA (Fault Tolerant Scheduling Algorithm) has been introduced in [4] as a fault-tolerant
extension of HEFT [27]. At each step of the mapping process, FTSA selects a free task t (a
task is free if it is unscheduled and if all of its predecessors are scheduled) with the highest
priority and simulates its mapping on all processors. The first ε + 1 processors that allow the
minimum finish time of t are kept. The finish time of a task t on processor P depends on the
time when at least one replica of each predecessor of task t has sent its results to P (and, of
course, processor P must be ready). Once this set of processors is determined, the task t is
scheduled on these ε+1 distinct processors (replicas). The latency of the schedule is the latest
time at which at least one replica of each task has been computed, thus it represents a lower
bound (this latency can be achieved if no processor permanently fails during execution). The
upper bound, always achieved even with ε failures, is computed using as a finish time the
completion time of the last replica of a task (instead of the first one for the lower bound). A
formal definition can be found in [4]. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(em2 +v log ω),
where ω is the width of the task graph (the maximum number of tasks that are independent
in G). Recall that v is the number of tasks, and e the number of edges in G.
Note that with FTSA, each task of the task graph G is replicated ε + 1 times, because
duplicating each task ε + 1 times is an absolute requirement to resist to ε failures. Therefore
each communication between two tasks in precedence is replicated at most (ε + 1)2 times.
Since there are e edges in G, the total number of messages in the fault tolerant schedule is at
most e(ε+1)2 . In some cases, we may have an intra-processor communication, when two tasks
in precedence are mapped on the same processor, so the latter quantity is in fact an upper
bound. Still, the total number of communications induced by the fault-tolerant mechanism is
very large. The same comment applies to FTBAR, where each replica of a task communicates
data to each replica of its successors.

4.3

Adaptation to the one-port model

In order to adapt both FTSA and FTBAR algorithms to the one-port model, we have to take
constraints related to communication resources into account. The idea consists in serializing
incoming and outgoing communications on the links.
A communication c on link l is characterized by its start time S(c, l) and its finish
time F(c,
Also, we define R(l) as the ready time of a communication link l: R(l) =
 l). 
max F(ck , l) . In the following, we formalize all the one-port constraints:

ck on l
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i) Link constraint: For any two communications c, c0 scheduled on link l,
F(c, l) ≤ S(c0 , l) ∨ F(c0 , l) ≤ S(c, l)

(1)

Inequality (1) states that any two communications c and c0 do not overlap on a link.
ii) Sending constraint: For any two communications cij , cij 0 sent from a given processor Pi
to two processors Pj , Pj 0 ,
F(cij , lij ) ≤ S(cij 0 , lij 0 ) ∨ F(cij 0 , lij 0 ) ≤ S(cij , lij )

(2)

iii) Receiving constraint: For any two communications cji , cj 0 i sent from processors Pj and
Pj 0 to the same processor Pi ,
S(cji , lji ) ≥ F(cj 0 i , lj 0 i ) ∨ S(cj 0 i , lj 0 i ) ≥ F(cji , lji )

(3)

Inequalities (2) and (3) ensure that any two incoming/outgoing communications c and c0 must
be serialized at their reception/emission site.
Let ti be a task scheduled on processor P . Let SF (P ) be the sending free time of P , i.e,
the time on which the communication cij , 1 ≤ j ≤ |Γ+ (ti )|, can start from processor P . The
earliest start time of the communication cij scheduled to the link l and its finish time are
defined by the following equations:




S(cij , l) = max SF (P ), F ti , P , R(l) ,
(4)
F(cij , l) = S(cij , l) + W (cij , l)
Thus, communication cij is constrained by both SF (P ), R(l) and the finish time of its source
task ti on P . It can start as soon as the processing of the task is finished only if we have
F(ti , P ) ≥ SF (P ) and F(ti , P ) ≥ R(l).
The start time of task ti on processor P is constrained by communications incoming from
its predecessors that are assigned on other processors. Thus, S(ti , P ) satisfies the following
conditions: it is later than the time when all messages from ti ’s predecessors arrive on processor P , and it is later than the ready time of processor P , defined as the maximum of finish
time of all tasks already scheduled on P . Let A(c, P ) be the time when communication c
arrives on processor P, and r(P ) be the ready time of P . The start time of ti on P is defined
as follows:



S(ti , P ) = max
max
A(cji , P ) , r P
(5)
tj ∈Γ− (ti )

where cji is the communication from tj to ti .
The arrival time A(cji , P ) is computed for each predecessor as follows. Let lj be the
communication link that connects the processor on which tj is mapped to P . Let RF (P )
be the receiving free time of P , i.e, the time when P is ready to receive data. We sort
predecessors tj ∈ Γ− (ti ) by non-decreasing order of their communication finish time F(cji , lj ),
and renumber them from 1 to |Γ− (ti )|.
∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ |Γ− (t)|, A(cji , P ) ← W (cji , lj )+

max RF (P ), F(c(j−1)i , lj−1 ), F(cji , lj ) − W (cji , lj )
with F(c0i , l0 ) = 0

(6)
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Equation (6) shows that the arrival time A(c, P ) is constrained by the receiving free time
RF (P ) of P . In addition, it complies with the inequality (3), i.e, concurrent communications
are serialized at the reception site.

5

CAFT scheduling algorithm

The one-port model enforces to serialize communications. But as pointed out above, the
duplication mechanism induces a large number of additional communications. Therefore, we
expect execution time to dramatically increase together with the number of supported failures. This calls for the design of a variant of FTSA where the number of communications
induced by the replication scheme is drastically reduced. The main idea of the new CAFT
(Contention-Aware Fault Tolerant) scheduling algorithm is to have each replica of a task
communicate to a unique replica of its successors whenever possible, while preserving the
fault tolerance capability (guaranteeing success if at most ε processors fail during execution).
Communicating to a single replica is only possible in special cases, typically for tasks having a unique predecessor, or when every replica of the several predecessors are all mapped
onto distinct processors. When these constraints are not satisfied, we greedily add extra
communications to guarantee failure tolerance, as illustrated below through a small example.
In the following, we denote by B(t) the set of ε + 1 replicas of a task t. Also, we denote by
t(k) those replicas, for 1 ≤ k ≤ ε + 1. Thus, B(t) = {t(1) , ..., t(ε+1) }. P (t(k) ) is the processor
on which this replica is scheduled.
Let ti be the current task to be scheduled by CAFT. Consider a predecessor tj of ti ,
j ∈ Γ− (ti ), that has been replicated on ε + 1 distinct processors. We aim at orchestrating
communications incoming from predecessors tj to ti so that each replica in B(tj ) communicates
to only one replica in B(ti ) when possible, rather than communicating to all of them as in the
FTSA and FTBAR algorithms.
If ti has only one predecessor t1 , then a one-to-one communication scheme resists to ε
(k)
failures, as it was proved in [4]. We find the best mapping in which each t1 sends data
(k )
to exactly one of the ti i . The problem becomes more complex when ti has more than one
predecessor, for instance t1 , t2 and t3 , and replicas of different instances are mapped on a same
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
processor. For instance, let us have ε = 1, t1 and t2 mapped on P1 , t1 and t3 mapped
(2)
(2)
(1)
(2)
on P2 , t2 and t3 mapped on P3 . In all possible schedulings for ti , both ti and ti need
to receive data from two distinct processors. One processor between P1 , P2 and P3 must thus
communicate with both replicas. If this particular processor crashes, both replicas will miss
data to continue execution, and thus the application cannot tolerate this single failure. In such
cases in which a processor is processing several replicas of predecessors and communicating
with different replicas of ti , we need to add extra communications to ensure failure tolerance.
Algorithm 5.1 is the main CAFT algorithm. Tasks are scheduled in an order defined by
the priority of the task: the priority of a free task t is determined by t`(t) + b`(t), where t`(t)
and b`(t) are respectively the top level and the bottom level of task t. The top level t`(t) is
the length of the longest path from an entry (top) node to t (excluding the execution time of
t) in the current partially clustered DAG. The top level of an entry node is zero. Top levels
are computed according to a traversal of the graph in topological order. The bottom level
b`(t) is the length of the longest path starting at t to an exit node in the graph. The bottom
level of an exit node is equal to its execution time. Bottom levels are computed according
to a traversal of the graph in reverse topological order. Note that path lengths are defined
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as the average sum of edge weights and node weights (see [27, 4]). H(`) is the head function
which returns the first replica/task from a sorted list `, where the list is sorted according to
replicas/tasks priorities (ties are broken randomly). The difficult point consists in deciding
where to place current task t in order to minimize the amount of communications. Also,
communications should be orchestrated to avoid useless data transfer between replicas.
(k)
Let us define a singleton processor, as a processor with only one instance/replica tj ,


−
S
j=|Γ (t )|
1 ≤ j ≤ |Γ− (ti )|, 1 ≤ k ≤ ε + 1 and X ⊆ j=1 i P B(tj ) be the set of such singleton
processors. Let B(tj ) be the subset of replicas of each predecessor tj scheduled in X and
Sj=|Γ− (t )| 
λj = |B(tj )|. Let T be a subset of replicas selected from the set j=1 i B(tj ) .
Algorithm 5.1 The CAFT Algorithm
1: P = {P1 , P2 , . . . Pm }; (*Set of processors*)
2: ε ← maximum number of supported failures
3: P = ∅;
4: Compute b`(t) for each task t in G and set t`(t) = 0 for each entry task t;
5: S = ∅ ; U = V ; (*Mark all tasks as unscheduled*)
6: α = ∅ ; (*list of free tasks*)
7: Put entry tasks in α;
8: while U 6= ∅ do
9:
t ← H(α) ; (*Select task with highest priority *)
10:
∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ |Γ− (ti )|, compute λj ;
11:
θ ← min(λj ); i = 0;
j

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

while i < θ do
One-To-One-Mapping(t);
i = i + 1;
end while
while θ < ε + 1 do
Compute F(t, Pk ) for 1 ≤ k ≤ m and Pk ∈
/ P using equation (6);
Keep the (task,processor) pair that allows the minimum finish time of t;
θ = θ + 1;
end while
Put t in S and update priority values of t’s successors;
Put t’s free successors in α;
U ← U \{t};
end while

When there are enough singleton processors with replicas of predecessor tasks, we use the
one-to-one mapping procedure described in Algorithm 5.2. This name stems from the fact
Sj=|Γ− (t )|
that each replica in j=1 i B(tj ) should communicate to exactly one replica in B(ti ). The
number of times the one-to-one-mapping procedure can be called for scheduling the ε + 1
replicas of the current task is determined by θ ← min(λj ). In this procedure, we denote by
j

P ⊆ P the subset of “locked” processors which are already either involved in a communication
with a replica of ti , or processing it (i.e., the execution of a replica of B(ti ) has been scheduled
on such a processor).
The computation of the finish time of ti is simulated m times, once for every processor.
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Algorithm 5.2 One-To-One-Mapping(ti )
1: k = 0;
2: while k ≤ m and Pk ∈
/ P do
−
3:
∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ |Γ (ti )|, sort the set B(tj ) by non decreasing order of their communication
finish time F(c, l) onthe links;

S
4:
T ← 1≤j ≤|Γ− (ti )| H B(tj ) ;
5:
Simulate the mapping of ti on processor Pk as well as the communications induced by
the replicas of the set T to the links;
6:
k = k + 1;
7: end while
8: Select the (task, processor) pair that allows the earliest finish time of ti as computed by
equation (6);
9: Schedule ti onto the corresponding processor (let’s call it P ∗ ) and the incoming communications to the corresponding links;
10: Update the set P
P←P

[

P

∗

[

( j=|Γ− (ti )|
[


P H B(tj )


!)
(7)

j=1

11:

Update each sorted list B(t);


∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ |Γ− (ti )|, B(tj ) ← B(tj ) \ H B(tj )

Hence the mapping of each incoming communications onto the links is also simulated m times.
To obtain an accurate view of the communications finish time on their respective links and the
contention, the incoming communications are removed from the links before the procedure is
repeated on the next processor.
In general, we cannot give an analytical expression of the actual number of communications
induced by the CAFT algorithm. Still, we can bound the number of communications induced
by CAFT for special graphs:
Proposition 5.1 The total number of messages generated by CAFT for Fork/Outforest graphs
is at most e(ε + 1).
Proof: An outforest graph is a directed graph in which the indegree of every task t in G is at
most one |Γ− (t)| = 1. To resist to ε failures, each task t ∈ G should be replicated ε + 1 times.
Therefore, at each step of the mapping process we have ∩P B(t∗ ≺ t) = ∅ and |X | = θ = ε+1.
Thus, the one-to-one mapping procedure is performed θ = ε + 1 times. This ensures that each
(k)
replica t∗ , 1 ≤ k ≤ ε + 1 sends its data results to one and only one replica of each successor
task. Therefore, each task t ∈ G will receive its input data |Γ− (t)| = 1 times. However, in
some cases, we may have an intra-processor communication, when two replicas of two tasks
in precedence are mapped onto the same processor.
Thus, summing up for all the v tasks in
P
G, the total number of messages is at most vi=1 |Γ− (t)|(ε + 1) = (v − 1)(ε + 1) = e(ε + 1). 
For general graphs, the number of communications will also be bounded by e(ε + 1) if at
each step replicas are assigned to different processors (same proof as above). This condition
is not guaranteed to hold, and we will have to greedily add some additional communications
to guarantee the robustness of CAFT. However, practical experiments (see Section 6) show
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that CAFT always drastically reduces the total number of messages as compared to FTBAR
or FTSA, thereby achieving much better performance.
Proposition 5.2 The schedule generated by the CAFT algorithm is valid and resists to ε
failures.
When a current task t to be mapped has more than one predecessor and θ = 0, the one-to-one
mapping procedure is not executed and therefore CAFT algorithm performs more than e(ε+1)
communications. In this case we can resist to ε failures as it was proved in [4]. Therefore,
we just need to check if the mapping of the θ replicas performed by the one-to-one mapping
procedure resists to θ − 1 failures.
Proof: The proof is composed of two parts:
i) Deadlock/Mutual exclusion: First we prove that we never fall into a deadlock trap as
described by the example below. Consider a simple task graph composed of two tasks in prece
(2)
dence t1 ≺ t2 . Assume that ε = 1, B(t1 ) = {t(1)
1 , t1 } whith P B(t1 ) = {P1 , P2 } and B(t2 ) =

(1) (2)
(2)
{t2 , t2 } whith P B(t2 ) = {P1 , P3 }. If we retain the communications P1 (t(1)
1 ) → P3 (t2 ) and
(1)
(2)
P2 (t1 ) → P1 (t2 ), then the algorithm is blocked by the failure of P1 . But if we enforce that
the only edge from P1 goes to itself, then we resist to 1 failure.
Mutual exclusion is guaranteed by equation (7)(Algorithm 5.2, line 10). Indeed, by simulating the mapping of t2 on P1 , P2 and P3 , we have two possible scenarios:
1) - The first replica t(1)
2 is mapped either on P1 or on P2 , and in either cases the one assigned
to the replica will be locked by equation (7). Suppose for instance that P1 was chosen/locked,
thus, to resist to 1 failure, the second replica t(2)
2 should be mapped on P2 ∨P3 . If P2 is selected,
in this case we have two internal communications. If P3 is selected, we have one internal com(2)
(2)
(1)
munication P1 (t(1)
1 ) → P1 (t2 ) and an inter-processor communication P2 (t1 ) → P3 (t2 ).
(1)
2) - The first replica t2 is mapped on P3 , then both P3 and P1 ∨P2 are locked by equation (7).
(2)
Suppose that P1 is locked, then second replica t2 should be mapped on P2 . So we have an
(2)
(1)
internal communication between P2 (t1 ) → P2 (t2 ) and an inter-processor communication
(1)
(2)
P1 (t1 ) → P3 (t2 ).
In both scenarios, we resist to 1 failure.
All processors in P remain locked during the mapping process of the ε + 1 replicas of a
task. They are unlocked only before the next step, i.e, before the CAFT algorithm is repeated
for the next critical free task.
ii) Space exclusion: The one-to-one mapping procedure is based on an active replication
scheme with space exclusion. Thus, each task is replicated θ times onto θ distinct processors.
We have at most θ − 1 processor failures at the same time. So at least one copy of each task
is executed on a fault free processor.

Theorem 5.1 The time complexity of CAFT is:


O em(ε + 1)2 log(ε + 1) + v log ω
Proof: The proof is composed of two parts:
i) One-To-One Mapping Procedure (Algorithm 5.2): The main computational cost of this
procedure is spent in the while loop (Lines 2 to 7). Line 5 costs O(|Γ− (ti )|m), since all
the instances/replicas in T of the immediate predecessors tj of task ti need to be examined
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on each processor Pk , k = 1 . . . m. Line 3 costs O |Γ− (ti )|(ε + 1) log(ε
+
1)
for sorting the

−
−
lists B(tj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ |Γ (ti )|. Line 7 costs O |Γ (ti )| log(ε + 1) for finding the head of
the lists B(tj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ |Γ− (ti )|. Thus, the cost of this procedure for the whole m loops is
O |Γ− (ti )|(ε + 1)m log(ε + 1) .
ii) CAFT (Algorithm 5.1): Computing b`(t) (line 4) takes O(e + v). Insertion or deletion
from α costs O(log |α|) where |α| ≤ ω, the width of the task graph, i.e., the maximum number
of tasks that are independent in G. Since each task in a DAG is inserted into α once and
only once and is removed once and only once during the entire execution of CAFT, the time
complexity for α management is in O(v log ω). The main computational cost of CAFT is
spent in the while loop (Lines 8 to 24). This loop is executed v times. Line 9 costs O(log ω)
for finding the head of α. Line 10 costs |Γ− (ti )|m to determine λj . The two loops (12 to
15) and (16 to 20) are excuted ε + 1 times. Line 17 costs O(|Γ− (ti )|(ε + 1)m), since all
the instances/replicas of the immediate predecessors tj of task ti need to be examined on
each processor Pk , k = 1 . . . m. Line 21 costs O(|Γ+ (t)|) to update the priority values of the
immediate successors of t, and similarly, the cost for the v loops of this line is O(e). Thus,
the total cost of CAFT for the v tasks in G is
v
X
O(|Γ− (ti )|m(ε + 1)2 log(ε + 1) + e + v log ω)
i=1


= O em(ε + 1)2 log(ε + 1) + v log ω
Because ε < m, we derive the upper bound:


O em3 log m + v log ω


6

Experimental results

We assess the practical significance and usefulness of the CAFT algorithm through simulation
studies. We compare the performance of CAFT with the two most relevant fault tolerant
scheduling algorithms, namely FTSA and FTBAR. We use randomly generated graphs, whose
parameters are consistent with those used in the literature [10, 21]. We characterize these
random graphs with three parameters: (i) the number of tasks, chosen uniformly from the
range [80, 120]; (ii) the number of incoming/outgoing edges per task, which is set in [1, 3];
and (iii) the granularity of the task graph g(G). The granularity indicates the ratio of the
average computation time of the tasks to that of communication time. We consider two types
of graphs, with a granularity (A) in [0.2, 2.0] and increments of 0.2, and (B) in [1, 10] and
increments of 1. Two types of platforms are considered, first with 10 processors and ε = 1 or
ε = 3, and then with 20 processors and ε = 5. To account for communication heterogeneity in
the system, the unit message delay of the links and the message volume between two tasks are
chosen uniformly from the ranges [0.5, 1] and [50, 150] respectively. Each point in the figures
represents the mean of executions on 60 random graphs. The metrics which characterize the
performance of the algorithms are the latency and the overhead due to the active replication
scheme. The fault free schedule is defined as the schedule generated by each algorithm without
replication, assuming that the system is completely safe. For each algorithm, we compare the
fault free version (without replication) and the fault tolerant algorithm. Note that the faultfree version of CAFT reduces to an implementation of HEFT, the reference heuristic in the
literature [27]. Also recall that the upper bounds of the schedules are computed as explained
in Section 4.2 or [4]. Each algorithm is evaluated in terms of achieved latency and fault
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tolerance overhead, given by the following formula:
Overhead =

CAFT0 |FTSA0 |FTBAR0 |CAFTc |FTSAc |FTBARc − CAFT∗
CAFT∗

where the superscripts ∗, c and 0 respectively denote the latency achieved by the fault free
schedule, the latency achieved by the schedule when processors effectively fail (crash) and the
latency achieved with 0 crash.
Note that for each algorithm, if a replica of task t and a replica tz∗ of its predecessor t∗
are mapped on the same processor P, then there is no need for other copies of t∗ to send
data to processor P. Indeed, if P is operational, then the copy of t on P will receive the data
from tz∗ (intra-processor communication). Otherwise, P is down and does not need to receive
anything.
Figures 1(a), 2(a) and 3(a) clearly show that CAFT outperforms both FTSA and FTBAR.
These results indicate that network contention has a significant impact on the latency achieved
by FTSA and FTBAR. This is because allocating many copies of each task will severely
increase the total number of communications required by the algorithm: we move from e
communications (one per edge) in a mapping with no replication, to e(ε + 1)2 in FTSA and
FTBAR, a quadratic increase. In contrast, the CAFT algorithm is not really sensitive to the
contention since it uses the one-to-one mapping procedure to reduce this overhead down to,
in the most favorable cases, a linear number e(ε + 1) of communications. In addition, we find
that CAFT achieves a really good latency (with 0 crash), which is quite close to the fault free
version. As expected, its upper bound is close to the latency with 0 crash since we keep only
the best communication edges in the schedule.
We have also compared the behavior of each algorithm when processors crash down by
computing the real execution time for a given schedule rather than just bounds (upper bound
and latency with 0 crash). Processors that fail during the schedule process are chosen uniformly from the range [1, 10]. The first observation from Figures 1(b) and 2(b) is that even
when crash occurs, CAFTc behaves always better than FTSAc and FTBARc . This is because
CAFT accounts for communication overhead during the mapping process by removing some
of the communications. The second interesting observation is that the latency achieved by
both FTSA and FTBAR compared to the schedule length generated with 0 crash sometimes
increases (see 1(b)) and other times decreases (2(b)). To explain this phenomenon, consider
the example of a simple task graph composed of three tasks in precedence (t1 ≺ t3 ) ∧ (t2 ≺ t3 )
(2)
(1) (2)
and P = {Pm , 1 ≤ m ≤ 6}. Assume that ε = 1, B(t1 ) = {t(1)
{t2 , t2 } and
1 , t1 }, B(t2 ) =



(1) (2)
B(t3 ) = {t3 , t3 } with P B(t1 ) = {P1 , P2 }, P B(t2 ) = {P3 , P4 } and P B(t3 ) = {P5 , P6 } respectively. Assume that the latency achieved with 0 crash is determined by the replica of
(1)

t3 .
For the sake of simplicity, assume that the sorted list of the instances/replicas of both B(t1 ) and
B(t2 ) (sorting is done by non decreasing order of their communication finish time F(c, l) on the links)
(1) (2) (1) (2)
(1)
are in this order {t1 , t1 , t2 , t2 }. t3 will receive its input data 4 times. But as soon as it receives its
(1)
(2)
input data from t2 , the task is executed and ignores the later incoming data from t2 . So, without
failures and since communications are serialized at the reception, 3 communications are taken into
(1)
account so that t3 can run earlier. But, in the presence of 1 failure, two scenarios are possible:
(1)
i) if P2 fails, the finish time of the replica t3 will be sooner than its estimated finish time; ii) if P2 and
(2)
P3 fail, the start time of the replica is delayed until the arrival of its input data from t2 . This leads
to an increase of its finish time and consequently to an increase of the latency achieved with crash.
Applying this reasoning to all tasks of G, the impact of processors crash are spread throughout
the execution of the application, which may lead either to a reduction or to an increase of the schedule
length.
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This behavior is identical when we consider larger platforms, as illustrated in Figure 3.
We also evaluated the impact of the granularity on performance of each algorithm. Thus, Figures 4,
5 and 6 reveal that when the g(G) value is small, the latency of CAFT is significantly better than that
of FTSA and FTBAR. This is explained by the fact that for small g(G) values, i.e. high communication costs, contention plays quite a significant role. However, the impact of contention becomes less
important as the granularity g(G) increases, since larger g(G) values result in smaller communication
times. Consequently, the fault tolerance overhead of FTSA diminishes gradually and becomes closer to
that of CAFT as the g(G) value goes up. However, the fault tolerance overhead of FTBAR increases
with the increasing values of the granularity. The reason of the poorer performance of FTBAR can be
explained by the inconvenience of the schedule pressure function adopted for the processor selection.
Processors are selected in such a way that the schedule pressure value is minimized. Doing so, tasks
are not really mapped on those processors which would allow them to finish earlier.
Finally, we readily observe from all figures that we deal with two conflicting objectives. Indeed,
the fault tolerance overhead increases together with the number of supported failures. We also see
that latency increases together with granularity, as expected. In addition, it is interesting to note that
when the number of failures increases, there is not really much difference in the increase of the latency
achieved by CAFT, compared to the schedule length generated with 0 crash. This is explained by the
fact that the increase in the schedule length is already absorbed by the replication done previously, in
order to resist to eventual failures.
To summarize, the simulation results show that CAFT is considerably superior to the other two
algorithms in all the cases tested (0.2 ≤ g(G) ≤ 10, m = {10, 20}). They also indicate that network
contention has a significant impact on the latency achieved by FTSA and FTBAR. Thus, this experimental study validates the usefulness of our algorithm CAFT, and confirms that when dealing
with realistic model platforms, contention should absolutely be considered in order to obtain improved
schedules. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed algorithm is the first to address both problems
of network contention and fault-tolerance scheduling.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented CAFT, an efficient fault-tolerant scheduling algorithm for heterogeneous systems based on an active replication scheme. CAFT is able to dramatically reduce the
communication overhead induced by task replication, which turns out a key factor in improving performance when dealing with realistic, communication contention aware, platform models.
To assess the performance of CAFT, simulation studies were conducted to compare it with (the
one-port adaptation of) FTBAR and FTSA, which seem to be its main direct competitors from the
literature. We have shown that CAFT is very efficient both in terms of computational complexity and
quality of the resulting schedule.
An easy extension of CAFT would be to adapt it to sparse interconnection graphs (while we had a
clique in this paper). On such platforms, each processor is provided with a routing table which indicates
the route to be used to communicate with another processor. To achieve contention awareness, at most
one message can circulate on a given link at a given time-step, so we need to schedule long-distance
communications carefully.
Further work will be devoted to implementing more complex heuristics that depart from the main
principle of list scheduling heuristics. Instead of considering a single task (the one with highest priority)
and assigning all its replicas to the currently best available resources, why not consider say, 10 ready
tasks, and assign all their replicas in the same decision making procedure? The idea would be to
design an extension of the one-to-one mapping procedure to a set of independent tasks, in order to
better load balance processor and link usage.
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Figure 1: Average normalized latency and overhead comparison between CAFT, FTSA and
FTBAR (Bound and Crash cases, ε = 1)
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Figure 2: Average normalized latency and overhead comparison between CAFT, FTSA and
FTBAR (Bound and Crash cases, ε = 3)
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Figure 3: Average normalized latency and overhead comparison between CAFT, FTSA and
FTBAR (Bound and Crash cases, ε = 5, m = 20)
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Figure 4: Average normalized latency and overhead comparison between CAFT, FTSA and
FTBAR (Bound and Crash cases, ε = 1)
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Figure 5: Average normalized latency and overhead comparison between CAFT, FTSA and
FTBAR (Bound and Crash cases, ε = 3)
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Figure 6: Average normalized latency and overhead comparison between CAFT, FTSA and
FTBAR (Bound and Crash cases, ε = 5, m = 20)
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